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ABSTRACT

A growing body of rigorous research shows that financial services innovations can have important positive impacts on wellbeing, but also that many do not. We first describe the latest evidence on what works in financial inclusion. Second, we summarize research on key financial market failures and on products and innovations that address specific mechanisms underlying them. We conclude by highlighting open areas for future work.
Research and Impacts of Digital Financial Services
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The value of financial services in the lives of the poor - what works and why?

The roughly 2.5 billion people in the world who live on less than $2 a day are not destined to remain in a state of chronic poverty. Every few years, somewhere between 10 and 30 percent of the world’s poorest households manage to escape poverty. Typically this is done by finding steady employment or through entrepreneurial activities such as growing a business or improving agricultural harvests. During that same period, however, roughly an equal number of households slip below the poverty line. Health-related emergencies are the most common cause, but there are many more: crop failures, livestock deaths, farming-equipment breakdowns, and even wedding expenses.

In many situations, financial tools such as personal savings, insurance, credit, or cash transfers from family and friends are important buffers against crippling setbacks. However, key market failures, such as imperfect information, behavioral biases, high transaction costs, property rights which are not enforceable, and lack of competition, create wedges that inhibit the delivery of traditional financial services. The volatile income and subsistence status of the poor also exacerbate the nature and welfare implications of these market failures. Digital financial platforms offer many promising opportunities to dramatically improve both products and the market environment, but require care and a nuanced understanding of the market failures that currently plague poor families.

A growing body of rigorous research shows that financial services innovations can have important positive impacts on wellbeing, but also that many do not. We first describe the latest evidence on what works in financial inclusion. Second, we summarize research on key financial market failures and on products and innovations that address specific mechanisms underlying them. We conclude by highlighting open areas for future work.

Rigorous evidence on welfare impacts of financial interventions for poor households

Below, we review the basic evidence of impacts for credit, savings, insurance and payments. All but a few of the findings we cite were generated through randomized control trial studies (see Appendix A for list of studies).

1. Impact evidence on traditional one size fits all microcredit is mixed but, in general, fails to deliver on the historic claims:

Seven randomized evaluations from around the world show that the traditional one size fits all microcredit product - which is associated with high repayment and low default - did not increase average income or consumption of households. Expanded access to this product did lead some entrepreneurs to increase business investments, but rarely increased profits, (though for a subset of existing entrepreneurs, did produce significant improvements in one study). None of the studies found an impact on borrowers’ average household income and only one found an impact on decision-making power for women within the household, (Banerjee et al., 2015, IPA/J-PAL Policy Bulletin, 2015). That said, other forms of credit have shown more promise including short term credit to smooth consumption in the lean season which lead to a 10 percent increase in farm output, (Fink et al., 2014); and short term consumer credit in South Africa which lead to 11 percent more maintaining a job, (most likely by helping to absorb shocks that took people out of the labor force), higher income and stronger credit scores, (Karlan and Zinman 2010).
2. Impact evidence on savings indicate replicable positive household welfare impacts:

Without being exhaustive, we highlight research into the impact of savings products, (see Karlan et. al., 2014 for a more complete review). With basic savings products, eliminating account opening costs in Kenya significantly increased uptake, overall savings, and investment levels among market vendors, (Dupas and Robinson, 2013a). Replication studies in Uganda, Malawi and Chile, (Dupas et al. ongoing), also found that removing account opening costs increased savings, but was partially offset by a reduction in informal savings. Ultimately, there were no impacts on business investment or income in the three replications. In Nepal, offering female-headed households a no-fee basic account with deposit collection service led to high uptake and usage, with 80 percent still using the account after one year. Households responded better to health shocks and spent 20 percent more on education and 15 percent more on meat and fish, (Prina, 2015). In rural Malawi, farmers with access to savings accounts preserved more savings throughout harvest and planting seasons. They increased cultivated land by 7 percent, crop output by 15 percent, and expenditure by 10 percent (Brune et al., 2015). For village savings groups in Mali, researchers found improvements in buffer stock savings, food security and consumption smoothing, (Beaman et al., 2014). In Uganda, Malawi and Ghana, impacts were on food security, consumption during droughts, business investment and women’s empowerment, (Karlan et al., ongoing).

Commitment savings products have lock up periods, fees, or other penalties for early withdrawal that “commit” the client to the savings goal. Women offered an individually-held commitment savings account in the Philippines reported increased decision-making power within the household, (a 0.14-0.25 standard deviation increase in an index of decision-making), with even larger effects for women who started out with below-median decision-making power. Durable goods purchased also shifted towards “female-oriented” goods, e.g. washing machines and kitchen appliances, (Ashraf et al., 2010). In Kenya, a simple “Safe Box” that allowed users to save for preventive or emergency health in a metal box to which they had a key increased achievement of health savings goals by 14 percentage points, (Dupas and Robinson, 2013b). In Uganda, primary school students who were offered a soft commitment savings account, (funds were available for withdrawal but simply labeled as being “for education”), combined with a parental outreach program on how to support child education increased spending on school supplies and improved test scores by 0.14 standard deviations, (Karlan and Linden, 2014).

Overall, savings accounts for low income households demonstrate strong potential to improve client welfare. Often the beneficial impacts of savings accounts require account features that help people overcome behavioral biases such as fortifying willpower and memory, (see below for more on biases). They may also require easier “on-ramps”, given that uptake and active usage remain puzzlingly low despite positive impacts. These features will become easier to deliver with the advent of digital platforms which can be configured to create sub accounts, labeling, real time information, and other decision aids.

3. Impact evidence on insurance is small but potentially promising however current business models fail to deliver scale

Research on insurance has been largely focused on agriculture, though a number of ongoing studies examine health insurance. In Ghana, farmers who received a rainfall index insurance grant cultivated more land and spent 13 percent more on fertilizer and labor than those who received cash grants, implying that uninsured risk - not lack of access to capital - is a primary constraint for farmer growth, (Karlan et al., 2014). In India, when farmers were given rainfall index insurance, 6 percent more farmers focused production towards higher-return but higher-risk cash crops, (Cole et al., 2013, 2014). However, despite the potential of insurance products
to provide a “risk floor” for farmers and encourage higher productivity investments and behavior, uptake at market prices is extremely low so microinsurance is not at scale anywhere except when heavily subsidized by government.

4. Early impact evidence on payments and digital financial services indicates significant benefit

Digital payments can significantly enhance client well-being both directly as well as through enabling a broader ecosystem. In Kenya, M-PESA helped households strengthen their informal risk-sharing networks, enabling them to better respond to shocks by borrowing or receiving gifts from friends and relatives: non-users of M-PESA reduced consumption by 7 percent in response to income shocks, while users’ consumption was unresponsive to the shocks. The mechanism underlying this improvement was domestic remittances: users were more likely to receive remittances in response to a shock, they also received more, from more different types of people. These improvements in risk-sharing led to higher savings, higher consumption and changes in occupation for user households, (Jack and Suri, 2014, 2015; Suri et al., 2012).

In India, biometrically authenticated cards for workers employed by a 19-million person public works program reduced corruption, (Muralidharan et al., 2014). It increased labor market competition, with private-sector wages rising more than public-sector wages, suggesting an overall economic benefit for the population, (Muralidharan et al., 2014; Imbert and Papp, 2015; Zimmerman, 2015). Digital systems are also being used to disburse cash transfers with effects on the cost effectiveness of the distribution as well as on nutrition, (Aker et al., 2014) and to provide salaries (Callen et al., 2015). The use of digital systems for government to person transfers has had implications for public expenditure management systems - Banerjee et al., 2014 show that using digital financial services in India to transfer program funds for the same public works program enabled a 38 percent reduction in program fund expenditure and a 25 percent decline in corruption. Household transfers were unaffected, pointing to significant efficiency gains for them and the public exchequer.

Understanding underlying market failures is the key to designing products and interventions that will generate welfare benefits for clients

Client welfare benefits are created when innovations overcome fundamental market failures. RCT research is most powerful when it goes beyond simple evaluation and is used to understand the more fundamental market failures against which new generations of products can be designed. This section takes a step back from the question of welfare and focuses on the mechanisms - the underlying market failures and distortions - and interventions to overcome them.

Economic theory highlights the need for the free flow of information, rational behavior, low transaction costs, enforceable property rights, and competition in order to achieve efficient markets. In developing economies, market failures and distortions are so strong that all five conditions often fail at once. Understanding the mechanisms is critical to designing better strategies:

1. Information asymmetries are a common source of market failure

(a) Supply side - Adverse selection and moral hazard are two classic causes of market failure. Adverse selection occurs when providers, (lenders or insurers) cannot easily distinguish high-risk from low-risk, implying the need to work to screen clients, such as by using “big data” predictive models for default. Moral hazard occurs when providers are unable to enforce how much effort and care clients take to repay or avoid insurance losses. If moral hazard is pervasive, alternative mechanisms to increase the benefits of “good” choices are needed, (e.g.,
Several business practices or policies can serve to minimize adverse selection and moral hazard while increasing access. For example, introducing a credit bureau across the branches of a Guatemalan microfinance lender improved screening ability, (27 percent more loans with no portfolio deterioration), while also increasing repayment rates and reducing delinquencies among existing borrowers, (De Janvry et al., 2010). In Malawi fingerprinting for microloans caused high-risk borrowers to take out smaller loans and to improve repayments – 85 percent of high-risk borrowers fully repaid their loans, relative to 44 percent in the comparison group, (Gine et al, 2012).

In Kenya, working with a savings and credit cooperative, Jack et al., 2015 compared offers for an asset collateralized loan, (the asset is repossessed on default), to a standard guarantor based loan for the same asset. Uptake rates were considerably higher, (44 percent), for the asset collateralized loan, relative to the guarantor contract, (2 percent), but repayment rates were similar, implying that guarantor contracts heavily over screen clients. Karlan and Zinman, 2009 separate out adverse selection and moral hazard for consumer loans in South Africa, and find that the incentives of lower future loan prices have large impacts on current repayment.

Evidence also shows that information asymmetries may inhibit the market provision of microcredit products that move away from the one-size fits all model. Field et al., 2013 found an immediate and positive effect of introducing a two-month grace period before microcredit loan repayment starts: the rate of business formation doubled and loan investment into the business increased. Three years on, household income was 19.5 percent higher and business profits nearly doubled, however, grace period clients were more than three times more likely to default, (albeit from a very low base). Modifying the repayment schedule was similarly important: switching repayment frequency from weekly to monthly more than doubled business income, increased household income by about 8 percent, reduced financial stress and in this case left default rates unchanged, (Field et al., 2012). Use of risk-based pricing, credit bureaus and administrative data for client screening - by lowering adverse selection -- could greatly enable product diversity that enhances client wellbeing.

As credit moves to become more digital, (e.g. M-Shwari in Kenya) adverse selection may become less key for the provider as borrower selection all happens digitally, (via a machine learning or other scoring algorithm). Experimentation with credit scoring algorithms may be a low cost way to dramatically reduce the importance of adverse selection, (Suri et al., ongoing work in Kenya).

(b) On the demand or consumer side - Information asymmetries also matter for consumers. For instance, a failure to understand the products being offered, (e.g. due to failure to comprehend or because providers fail to disclose information), may cause consumers to make poor decisions or withdraw from the market.

A large bank in Turkey informed consumers of a 50 percent rebate on overdraft protection interest charges, which actually reduced usage by 2 percent relative to clients who did not receive the rebate - the rebate backfired because it reminded consumers how much they were paying, (Alan et al., 2015). In Mexico, an anonymous “mystery shopping” audit of microcredit loan officers found that low-income borrowers received little disclosure information, (only 30 percent received any printed information), and were rarely offered the most affordable or suitable product (Gine et al., 2014).

Financial literacy has been the go-to intervention by many to tackle such information market failures, despite a weak evidence base. A meta-analysis, (Miller et al., 2014), from evaluations
of 188 financial education programs found that, on average, these programs have not had positive impacts on financial knowledge or behavior and even where it worked, improvement was minimal and uptake was low. However, programs that incorporate simplified behavioral insights can be successful, such as teaching simplified rules-of-thumb, (Drexler et al., 2014). Researchers are now testing the impact of delivering rule-of-thumb information via SMS in India, (Cole and Schoar, ongoing).

2. **Rational behavior is not always a safe assumption**

There is now a large literature documenting financial behavior that is inconsistent with standard economic notions of rationality -- real humans exhibit systematic biases and limitations. An increasingly diverse body of work documents successful strategies for increasing savings, which has improved client welfare in many cases. Often these strategies amount to simple design choices and so are effectively cost free on the margin. For example, in Bolivia, Peru, and the Philippines, where people who received SMS reminders (which have a near-zero marginal cost), to save had 6 percent higher savings relative to those who received no reminders, (Karlan et al., 2014). Amongst low-income farmers in China, researchers found that pension contributions in a government-backed pension scheme could be increased by 19 percent simply by showing an example of expected pension benefits. Contributions increased by 40 percent among those who were shown the example and taught the concept of compound interest, (Song, 2015). A wide variety of other features have been shown to augment savings behaviors, including: (i) commitment savings products, (ii) text message reminders for savings and similar reminders to repay loans, (see Cadena and Schoar, 2011 for Uganda and Karlan et al., 2015 for the Philippines), (iii) automatic savings contributions or default retirement account enrollment, (Beshears et al., 2008, Benartzi and Thaler, 2004); examples from low-income countries include defined-contribution savings on mobile money in Afghanistan, (Callen et al., 2015), automatic withdrawal of savings from salary payments in Ghana, (Schaner et al., ongoing), automatic withdrawal of insurance premiums from harvest proceeds for sugarcane farmers in Kenya, (Casaburi and Willis, 2015).

3. **Transaction costs can generate market distortions**

High transaction costs can affect both provider willingness to serve the poor and client willingness to use financial services. Historically, bank branches are few and far between and formal bank accounts often came with additional transaction costs such as obtaining formal identification documents, long wait times, poor service, high withdrawal fees and high required minimum balances. Intermedia surveys in 8 countries show the poor often cite time, cost and difficulty of establishing their identity in order to open an account as major barriers to access.1 Reducing transaction costs, (e.g. with digital platforms), can create large efficiency gains in financial markets. Research in Kenya showed that digital payment services dramatically reduced transaction costs in informal markets, strengthening and growing risk-sharing networks, and thus facilitating households’ ability to respond to shocks, (Jack and Suri, 2014). Replications of this study are ongoing for Tanzania, Uganda and Pakistan. In related work, researchers are studying how digital financial products should be optimally designed given they are accessed and disbursed entirely digitally without any face to face interaction. This has implications for the provider on how to analyze client risk, how to collect payments, how to optimally cross-sell products without in-person interactions, (Almazan et al, 2013), how to deal with higher default and how to manage their portfolio. In addition, client behavior may be dramatically altered for better or worse through instant access to products and information, new user interfaces and many other changes, (Benartzi and Lehrer, 2015).

---

1 India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Indonesia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, and Nigeria
Despite the rise of digital financial services, many of the world’s poor still function in a cash economy pointing to the importance of understanding the interface with the digital financial system. For instance, despite the introduction of digital transfers, research in rural India shows that last mile banking agents have power to influence who gets paid and how much, (Field at al., ongoing). In such a setting group trainings of the less literate and empowered groups on how to navigate digital financial services increased account usage and deposits, (Field et al., ongoing).

4. **Incomplete property rights often disadvantage women**

Power imbalances and limited control over one’s property and assets can drive inefficiencies across social groups and within the household. For instance, women often lack rights to control resources in a manner equitable with men and, therefore, independent access to financial services. Research shows the importance of products that enable women to access financial services in such scenarios. For instance, good product design can help women circumvent social norms that restrict their mobility: women in Indian microfinance groups that met weekly were up to 32 percent more likely to pool resources and three times less likely to default on loans than groups that met monthly, implying that group lending may be beneficial not only due to social accountability, but also due to social interaction itself, (Feigenberg et al., 2013). A study on business training found that, relative to women trained alone, those trained with a friend were twice as likely to take out a loan and had 11 percent higher household income four months later, effects that were larger for women belonging to groups with more restrictive social norms. (Field et al., forthcoming). Schaner, 2015b found that the issuance of ATM cards reduced account usage by 0.19 standard deviations for women in Kenya with low levels of bargaining power, but increased it for women with high levels of bargaining power. The researchers believe the women with low bargaining power were apt to have their cards taken by their husbands and relatives to withdraw funds. In the randomized trials on traditional one-size fits all microcredit, only one study found impacts on female decision-making power while savings interventions show more success, (Ashraf et al., 2010). These findings suggest that creating diverse financial products that address the specific constraints faced by less empowered groups can yield high returns.

5. **Imperfect competition can be a double edged sword**

The intersection of the mobile and financial industries poses unique policy challenges in the area of competition. Sitbon (2016) documents a number of areas where “competition bottlenecks” have emerged in developing markets but cautions that policy interventions targeting monopolistic behavior need to be carefully timed and must balance the benefits of monopoly power as incentive to invest and drive growth, against the drawbacks of higher prices and slower innovation. Another line of relevant research relates to the monopoly of bank providers in various settings. In South Asia, for instance banks have historically had a monopoly for subsidized credit in geographically defined regions. Cole, 2009 finds that banks that have monopoly over disbursement of government-funded agricultural credit increase disbursement by 5-10 percentage points in an election year, and that this credit fails to increase agricultural output implying inefficient credit allocation. However, studies on market power and its implications for financial services are few and far between - there is more to be done.

**Returning to the goal of increasing income for the poorest: An integrated approach**

The poor are often afflicted by multiple overlapping market failures that mute the benefits of a single intervention. While many hoped that the traditional one size fit all microcredit would increase income for the world’s poorest, it has neither reached the poorest of the poor, nor
increased average income of those it has reached. Alternatively, a recent effort, (originally developed by BRAC in Bangladesh), has tested an integrated approach -- one that requires subsidy to operate -- but aims to more directly and effectively improve income for the world’s poorest. The “Graduation” programs provide an integrated set of products and services to households, some financial, along with a substantive productive asset, training, and consumption support. These programs have been tested in seven countries now and have found large impacts as far out as seven years. Pooled data from six countries, (Banerjee et al., 2015), show Graduation households’ consumption increased 7.3%-Bangladesh, 16.4%-Ethiopia, 6.9%-Ghana, 13.6%-India and 10.2%-Pakistan, 3% Peru. Most positive impacts on participating households were consistent three years after intervention and preliminary results from a seven year follow up in India find even stronger results after seven years. Households experienced similar improvements in food security, asset holdings, and savings, as well as some indicators of psychosocial well-being and female empowerment. This is an example of how a program combines provision of financial instruments with other policies to ultimately address multiple market failures, (on both supply and demand sides), at once.

Conclusion and strategic implications going forward

A major challenge going forward is how to extend and operationalize the body of knowledge represented here in a new generation of products, policies, and strategies which are more fact based. Major hurdles in the way of this goal include: How do we further the development of products that are both attractive to and beneficial for users? How do we align other funders and governments around the right approaches to maximizing welfare? And how do we align business model incentives around products and services that benefit the poor most effectively?

Along these lines, the evidence base suggests some important emerging lessons that raise key questions for the field:

1. **How to support the delivery of advanced savings products?** A number of studies now all support the conclusion that client welfare can be significantly improved through savings products with commitment features and other decision aids to guide clients toward better financial planning and hard to reach savings goals. Despite the gain to clients, few successful commercial DFS products exhibit these features. How do we support the market to create products that more effectively help people save?

2. **Is there a viable model for insurance?** The poor live risky lives. The limited research on formal insurance does show benefits to farmers and even accelerating the informal insurance patterns through better P2P transfers has produced benefits. Unfortunately, the business model around for-profit insurance delivery to the poor is completely fraught with no known success cases, while government delivery of insurance is often ineffective and inefficient. New automated weather index models using satellite data and mobile payments show promise but current iterations are not yet viable. Are there viable models to insure poor households and in particular, smallholder farmers?

3. **How to scale safe digital credit?** Despite the disappointing results from evaluations of traditional microcredit, the evidence does suggest that other forms of credit can benefit the poor. Commercial incentives align around credit delivery better than around some other products, (clients are willing to pay -- a lot), and we are just starting to see a new wave of “digital credit” products using calling and handset data to automate the delivery of credit over mobile. That said, we worry that provider incentives to not always align around key concepts like protecting client welfare or around reaching the poorest and we are already seeing some bad behavior. How do we guide the market to a good outcome for poor people?
4. **How to align incentives for reaching women and the poorest?** Despite evidence that financial tools can help to empower women and the poorest, providers do not always have the incentives or business models to include these groups. Providers may not have incentives to address key sociological barriers and so passive rollouts of products like ATM cards may not meaningfully increase access for women and can even have perverse effects, (e.g. by allowing relatives easier access to their funds). However, there is emerging evidence that well-designed products that are cognizant of, and responsive to, social norms can empower women. What levers do we have to maximize the incentives to reach women and the poorest?

5. **What are the best ways to leverage digital channels for G2P?** The evidence shows that using digital methods for social protection transfers is a powerful tool that governments can use to align providers’ private incentives with social incentives. How do we maximize the benefits of digital transfers while ensuring the least financially literate and less empowered groups are included?

6. **How to connect finance to end goals?** Finance is a means to an end. Various studies show interactions of finance with agriculture; girl school enrollment and maternal health; as well as uptake of sanitation services and solar lamps on PAYGO. How do we achieve tighter linkages between finance interventions and other sectors to magnify impact?